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1 Safety Precautions
Topics Covered in this Chapter
▪ Safety Guidelines
▪ Correct Use
▪ Cautionary Symbols
▪ Safety Decals
▪ Safety Sign-off Sheet

Safety Guidelines
Safety guidelines are general-to-specific safety rules that must be respected at all times in the grain stor-
age environment.

Safety guidelines shall be followed at all times. This manual is written to help you understand safe operat-
ing procedures and problems that can be encountered by the operator and other personnel when using
this equipment. Save these safety guidelines for future reference.

As owner or operator, you are responsible for understanding the requirements, hazards, and precautions
that exist and to inform others as required. Unqualified persons must stay out of the work area at all times.

Alterations shall not be made to the equipment. Alterations can produce dangerous situations resulting in
SERIOUS INJURYor DEATH.

This equipment shall be installed in accordance with the current installation codes and applicable regula-
tions, which should be carefully followed in all cases. Authorities having jurisdiction shall be consulted
before installations are made.

When necessary, you shall consider the installation location relative to electrical, fuel and water utilities.

Personnel operating or working around equipment shall read this manual. This manual shall be delivered
with equipment to its owner. Failure to read this manual and its safety instructions is a misuse of the
equipment.
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Chapter 1: Safety Precautions

Correct Use

WARNING

Incorrect use can be extremely dangerous.Moving chain, paddles, pulleys and shafts
can cause serious injury and kill.

• VersaLoop™ is for conveying whole agricultural seeds and grains only. Any other use is prohibited.

• VersaLoop™is only intended for fixed applications and not to be moved or transported.

• VersaLoop™is not designed for use in potentially explosive atmosphere and such use is prohibited.

• It may be equipped to receive grains from trucks, trailers, other mechanical grain handling
equipment.

• Electrical control systems shall be designed to the requirements.

• The final installation shall be accordance with all the safety requirements outlined in this manual.

• Never use the VersaLoop™with any guards removed.

• Never attempt to work on the VersaLoop™ unless the power supply to all other equipment associated
with the VersaLoop™ is OFF, TAGGED and LOCKED.

• Be aware that when stopped, the drive, chain and paddles may move unexpectedly due to the weight
of grain held in angled tubes. Wherever possible run the VersaLoop™ to empty before stopping it.

• Never leave the VersaLoop™ running un-attended.

• Always TURN OFF and LOCK the power supply to the VersaLoop™ before leaving it un-attended.

• Never allow an untrained person or one less than 18 years old to operate the VersaLoop™.

• Never allow someone under the influence of alcohol or drugs to operate the equipment.

• Never modify the VersaLoop™ from it’s original specification.

• Always interlock the bin doors to prevent any equipment operating when the door is open.

• Never work alone.

• Never start equipment until all personnel are clear of the grain bin.

• Keep hands and feet away from all moving parts.

• Always think before acting. Never act impulsively around the equipment.

• Never allow anyone inside a bin, truck or wagon which is being loaded or unloaded. Flowing grain
can trap and suffocate in seconds.

• Manual feeding should be prohibited.
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Chapter 1: Safety Precautions

Cautionary Symbols
Cautionary symbols appear in this manual and on product decals. The symbols alert the user of potential
safety hazards, prohibited activities and mandatory actions. To help you recognize this information, we use
the symbols that are defined below.

Table 1-1 Description of the different cautionary symbols

Symbol Description

This symbol indicates an imminently hazardous situation which, if
not avoided,will result in serious injury or death.

This symbol indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not
avoided,may result in serious injury or death.

This symbol indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not
avoided,may result in minor or moderate injury.

This symbol is used to address practices not related to personal
injury.

This symbol indicates a general hazard.

This symbol indicates a prohibited activity.

This symbol indicates a mandatory action.

Use Personal Protective Equipment

• Use appropriate personal protective equipment:

Eye
Protection

Respiratory
Protection

Foot
Protection

Hearing
Protection

Head
Protection

Fall
Protection
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Chapter 1: Safety Precautions

Hand
Protection

• Wear clothing appropriate to the job.

• Remove all jewelry.

• Tie long hair up and back.

Follow Safety Instructions

• Carefully read all safety messages in this manual and safety
signs on your machine. Keep signs in good condition.
Replace missing or damaged safety signs. Be sure new
equipment components and repair parts include the current
safety signs. Replacement safety signs are available from
the manufacturer.

• Learn how to operate the machine and how to use controls
properly. Do not let anyone operate without instruction.

• If you do not understand any part of this manual or need
assistance, contact your dealer.

Operate Motor Properly

• All electrical connections should be made in accordance with
the National Electric Code (US) or Canadian Electrical Code
(CEC). Be sure equipment and bins are properly grounded.

• Thermal overload protection is required for all motors.

• Lock-out power before resetting motor overloads.

• Do not repetitively stop and start the drive in order to free a
plugged condition. Jogging the drive in this manner can
damage the equipment and/or drive components.

Maintain Equipment and Work Area

• Understand service procedures before doing work. Keep
area clean and dry.

• Never service equipment while it is operating. Keep hands,
feet, and clothing away from moving parts.

• Keep your equipment in proper working condition. Replace
worn or broken parts immediately.
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Chapter 1: Safety Precautions

Stay Clear of Moving Parts

• Entanglement in rotat-
ing sprocket or moving
chain will cause serious
injury or death.

• Keep all shields and
covers in place at all
times.

• Lock-out power source
before making adjust-
ments, cleaning, or
maintaining equipment.

Safety Decals
The safety decals on your equipment are safety indicators which must be carefully read and understood
by all personnel involved in the installation, operation, service and maintenance of the equipment.

Location Decal No. Decal Description

All
access
panels

8017001 Shear point danger decal

To replace a damaged or missing decal, contact us to receive a free replacement.

GSI Decals

1004 E. Illinois St.
Assumption, IL 62510
Tel: 1-217-226-4421
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Chapter 1: Safety Precautions

Safety Sign-off Sheet
Below is a sign-off sheet that can be used to verify that all personnel have read and understood the safety
instructions. This sign-off sheet is provided for your convenience and personal record keeping.

Date Employee Name Supervisor Name
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2 General Information
Topics Covered in this Chapter
▪ VersaLoop™— Information
▪ Motor – Specifications
▪ RecommendedMotor Overload Protection
▪ Gearbox - Specifications
▪ VersaLoop™ – Inspection

VersaLoop™— Information
The VersaLoop™ is a chain and paddle conveyor moving through two tube sections. It is used for loading
and unloading a wide range of free flowing materials with a single drive. It can be used at angles, from hori-
zontal position to an inclination of 60 degrees. The VersaLoop™is primarily intended for grain and grain
products. They will move material into and out of grain storage structures, vehicles, dryers and other facili-
ties with ease and gentleness.

The main components of a VersaLoop™ are motor, gear box, upper and lower tube sections, and chain
and paddles. The horsepower of the motor is determined by the angle of operation required. The Versa-
Loop™ is usually categorized as 8 in. and 10 in. systems based on the tube section diameter.

Operating Capacity
All capacities, length, angle, and horse power is based on dry, free flowing grain.

Refer to the following table for the maximum operating capacity.

NOTE:Maximum capacity will likely reduce as operating angle increases.

VersaLoop™ MaximumCapacity (bushels/hr)

8 in. 4000
10 in. 6000

AVersaLoop™ operating above 50 degrees will have a reduced capacity.

Over-feeding the VersaLoop™will result in an increased power requirement, additional load on the drive
line, and a possible plugging condition.

MaximumSpan Length
Refer to the following table for the maximum span length based on the pipe diameter and pipe material.

Max Span (ft)

Pipe Diameter
Wall Thickness

12 ga (Standard) 10 ga 7 ga

8 in. 48 51 53
10 in. 56 59 60
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Chapter 2: General Information

Motor – Specifications
Always use the motor with required horse power as suggested in the following charts.

Maximum 8 in. Lengths (Feet)

Required HP
Degree of Incline

Horizontal 15 30 45 60
5 62 39 27 21 19
10 121 80 55 42 38
15 184 119 82 62 57
20 250 158 109 83 76
25 313 198 136 103 95

Maximum 10 in. Lengths (Feet)

Required HP
Degree of Incline

Horizontal 15 30 45 60
10 82 54 36 28 25
15 125 83 55 42 39
20 168 108 74 56 52
25 210 136 92 70 65
30 255 162 112 85 78

RecommendedMotor Overload Protection
To protect the gearbox and motor from extreme overload situations, follow the below chart when sizing the
electrical circuit for the VersaLoop™. The circuit breakers should be sized based on the below charts and
appropriate electrical codes.

Required HP
Max Motor Amperage Rating

Three phase 60Hz Single phase 60Hz Three phase 50Hz

208V 230V 460V 575V 230V 240V/380V – 415V
5 14A 14A 7A 6A 28A 8.7A
10 26A 26A 12A 11A 50A 14.4A
15 40A 37A 19A 17A 68A 21A
20 – 50A 25A 22A – 28.5A
25 – 60A 30A 27A – 34A
30 – 74A 37A 32A – 41A
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Chapter 2: General Information

Gearbox - Specifications
Recommended oil for gear box
Mineral oil (ISO/SAE) equivalent to the list in the chart, should be used.

Temperature (°C)
ISO/SAE ENI SHELL ESSO MOBIL CASTROL BP

23°F (-5°C) - 104°F (+40°C)
ISO VG220

BLASIA
220

OMALA
OIL220

SPAR-
TRAN
EP220

MOBIL-
GEAR 600
XP220

ALPHA
MAX 220

ENERGOL
GR-XP
220

5°F (-15°C) - 77°F (+25°C)
ISO VG150

BLASIA
150

OMALA
OIL150

SPAR-
TRAN
EP150

MOBIL-
GEAR 600
XP150

ALPHA
MAX 150

ENERGOL
GR-XP
150

Required oil level for gear box
The gearbox will come filled with the horizontal fill level directly from the manufacturer. The oil level for the
inclined operation is to be increased in addition to the horizontal level in the gear box.

Application DBR–000022 (5
HP) DBR–000023 (10 HP) DBR–000024 (15-

20 HP)
DBR–000025 (25-

30 HP)

Filled to Horizontal 1.3 qrt (1.2 L) 2.7 qrt (2.5 L) 3.9 qrt (3.7 L) 6.0 qrt (5.7 L)

0-14° +0.1 qrt (0.1 L) +0.1 qrt (0.1 L) +0.5 qrt (0.4 L) +0.53 qrt (0.5 L)

15-34° +0.6 qrt (0.5 L) +0.7 qrt (0.6 L) +1.2 qrt (1.1 L) 2.2 qrt (2.1 L)

35-54° +0.9 qrt (0.8 L) +1.0 qrt (0.9 L) +2.1 qrt (2.0 L) +3.5 qrt (3.3 L)

55-60° +1.1 qrt (1.0 L) +1.3 qrt (1.2 L) +3.5 qrt (3.3 L) +4.4 qrt (4.2 L)

VersaLoop™– Inspection
After the completion of the assembly and before each use, inspection of the VersaLoop™ is mandatory.
Use the assembly instructions in this manual as a reference to determine that the VersaLoop™ is
assembled properly.

This inspection should include, but not limited to:

1. Make sure all the covers listed in the assembly instructions are installed.

2. Check for all safety decals on the VersaLoop™ and replace if worn out, missing or illegible. The
safety decals are listed in this manual.

3. Check all the fasteners are tightened.

4. Check for proper adjustment of the VersaLoop™ chains and paddles. (Refer to VersaLoop™Chain –
Adjustment, page 35.)

5. Check the oil level in the gear box is to the specified limit for the specific inclination. (Refer the section
above for required oil level).
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3 Operation
Topics Covered in this Chapter
▪ Start-up and Break-in Guidelines
▪ VersaLoop™ – Standard Operation
▪ VersaLoop™ – Shutdown

Start-up and Break-in Guidelines
It is essential to inspect the VersaLoop™ and drive components before adding power and to know how to
shut down in an emergency. During the operation of the VersaLoop™, one person should be in a position
to monitor the operation.

Any conveying equipment, when it is new or after it sits idle for a season, should go through a “break-in”
period. It should be run at partial capacity at full speed until the inside of the housing becomes polished,
before attempting full capacity. Failure will most likely occur when it is run at full capacity before it has a
chance to get shined up.

During the initial start-up and break-in period, the operator should be aware of any unusual vibrations or
noises.

VersaLoop™– Standard Operation
During the regular operation of the VersaLoop™, one person shall be in position to monitor the operation.
It is a good practice to inspect the unit periodically during the operation and be alert for unusual vibration,
noise and loosening of any fasteners.

Check to make sure the gates are either open or closed to have grain delivered to desired location.

Start the VersaLoop™motor before adding the grain to the VersaLoop™.

Begin adding grain to the unit slowly, and gradually increase the flow until the VersaLoop™ reaches the
full capacity.

Monitor the grain entering and exiting the VersaLoop™ during operation until shutting down the unit.
Before shutting down, make sure to shut off the grain flow, and then allow the VersaLoop™ to empty.

Make sure to lock out the power source before leaving the work area.
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Chapter 3: Operation

VersaLoop™– Shutdown
Normal shutdown
Make sure that the hopper is empty before stopping the unit. Before the operator leaves the work area, the
power source should be locked out.

CAUTION

If the operatormust leave the work area, or whenever servicing or adjusting, the
VersaLoop™must be stopped and the power source turned off. Precaution should be
made to prevent anyone from operating the machine when the operator is away from

the work area.
A main power disconnect switch capable of being locked only in the OFF position shall be
provided. This shall be locked whenever work is being done on the VersaLoop™.

Emergency shutdown
If the VersaLoop™ should be immediately shut down under load, disconnect and lockout the power
source.

Clear as much grain as possible and never attempt to restart the VersaLoop™when full.
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4 Assembly
Topics Covered in this Chapter
▪ VersaLoop™ – Typical Layout
▪ Tube Section – Assembly
▪ Gearbox and Motor – Installation
▪ Non-drive End – Installation
▪ Drive End – Installation
▪ Chain and Paddles – Installation

VersaLoop™– Typical Layout
The following steps should be followed when assembling a horizontal or inclined unit.

1. Layout tube sections (C) and determine the inlet and outlets. Refer to Tube Section – Assembly,
page 19.

2. Install the gear box (E) and motor (D) to the center shaft of the drive end section (A). Refer to Gear-
box and Motor – Installation, page 21.The right hand/left hand orientation is determined by the layout.

3. Install the tube sections (C) and drive end (A) section into location. Refer to Drive End – Installation,
page 23.

4. Install the other end of the tube sections (C) to the non-drive end (B). Refer to Non-drive End – Instal-
lation, page 22.

5. Install chains and paddles into the tube section (C) from the drive end section.

6. Tighten the VersaLoop™ chain.

7. Attach the inlet hopper (if equipped). Refer to Hopper – Installation, page 27.

8. Attach the discharge spout (if equipped). Refer to Discharge Spout – Installation, page 28.
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Chapter 4: Assembly

Figure 4-1 Typical Layout

A Drive end E Gearbox

B Non-drive end F Tube clamp

C Tube section G Connecting band

D Motor H Tube support
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Chapter 4: Assembly

Tube Section – Assembly
1. Center the connecting band (B) over the tube section (A) connections.

2. Position the connecting band (B) with the joint to the side of the tube (A).

3. Position the joint of the connecting band (B) so that the overhanging lip will shed water and not direct
it to the tube (A).

4. Install the bolts (C) and nuts (D) on each connecting band.

Figure 4-2 Tube section assembly

A Tube section C 3/8 x 1-1/2 in. hex bolt

B Connecting band D 3/8 nut

5. Repeat steps 1 to 4 for the other tube sections.

6. Locate an area on open level ground accessible to chain hoist or other lifting devices where the Ver-
saLoop™ assembly can be laid out full length.

7. Position the tube supports (E) at regular intervals (every 10 ft. on center) on the open level ground.

8. Position the bottom tube section (A) onto the tube supports (E).

9. Position the clamps (F) to the bottom of the tube (A) and tube supports (E).

10.Install bolts (G) and nuts (H) per each tube support (E) and clamp (F).

11.Repeat this procedure for securing the upper tube (I) section.
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Chapter 4: Assembly

Figure 4-3 Upper and lower tube sections

A Lower tube section G 3/8 x 1-1/2 in. hex bolt

E Tube support H 3/8 nut

F Tube clamp I Upper tube section
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Chapter 4: Assembly

Gearbox and Motor – Installation
Before You Begin

NOTE: If opposite drive side is required, refer VersaLoop™ – Gearbox Mounting Process, page 36.

1. Locate the drive end (E) and position it on the ground or stand.

2. Locate the appropriate sized electric motor (A) with gear box (B).

NOTE:Motor specification will vary depending on the VersaLoop™ angle of operation.

3. Locate the shaft side in the drive end.

4. Slide the gearbox (B) onto the shaft.

5. Align the mounting plate (D) holes to the holes in the gearbox flange and secure them with bolts.

IMPORTANT:Make sure to install the shaft protective covers (F) inside the mounting bracket when
installing the bolts and the nuts. Bend the covers at the top and the bottom to the
inside of the mounting bracket to shield the shaft.

6. Align the gearbox (B) and shaft keyways and insert the drive key.

7. Attach a key stop to the end of the shaft using a 1/2 bolt.

8. Attach the shaft dust cover to the end of the gear box.

9. Mount the motor (A) to the gear box (B) and ensure to align the key shaft (C) and coupler.

NOTE:Make sure to mount the motor (A) to the gearbox (B) with the lifting lug facing up.

Figure 4-4 Gearbox and motor assembly

A Motor D Mounting plate

B Gearbox E Drive end

C Key shaft F Shaft cover
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Chapter 4: Assembly

Table 4-1 Drive Kits

Motor Specification Drive Kit

5 HP DBR-000029
10 HP DBR-000034

15 – 20 HP DBR-000030
25 – 30 HP DBR-000031

Non-drive End – Installation
1. Locate the non-drive end (A) and position it on the ground or stand.

2. Position the connecting band (B) either on the tubes in the non-drive end (A) or on the assembled
tube section (C) (upper and lower tubes).

3. Join one end of the tube section (C) (upper and lower tubes) to the tube sections in the non-drive end
(A).

4. Center the connecting band (B) over the tube section connections.

5. Position the joint of the connecting band (B) so that the overhanging lip will shed water and not direct
it to the tube.

6. Install the bolts (D) and nuts (E) per each connecting band (B).

Figure 4-5 Installing the non-drive end

A Non-drive end D 3/8 x 1 1/2 in. bolt

B Connecting band E 3/8 nut

C Tube section
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Chapter 4: Assembly

Drive End – Installation
1. Locate the drive end (A) and position it on the ground or stand.

2. Position the connecting band (B) either on the tubes in the drive end (A) or the assembled tube sec-
tion (C) (upper and lower tubes).

3. Join the open end of the tube section (C) (upper and lower tubes) to the tube sections in the drive
end (A).

4. Center the connecting band (B) over the tube section connections.

5. Position the joint of the connecting band (B) so that the overhanging lip will shed water and not direct
it to the tube.

6. Install the bolts (D) and nuts (E) per each connecting band (B).

Figure 4-6 Installing the drive end

A Drive end D 3/8 x 1 1/2 in. bolt

B Connecting band E 3/8 nut

C Tube section
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Chapter 4: Assembly

Chain and Paddles – Installation
Before You Begin
The chain is shipped in 10 ft. lengths and needs to be spliced as required. The direction of the chain is
dependent upon the setup of the VersaLoop™.

NOTE:Make sure to bend the ends of the cotter pins as shown to prevent them from working loose and
causing the chain to break.

1. Remove the end covers (A) from the drive end.

Figure 4-7 Removing the end covers

A End Covers

2. Insert the chain and paddle through the bottom tube from the drive end to the non-drive end.

NOTE:Make sure that the chain is oriented in the desired direction of grain flow.

3. At the non-drive end, route the chain and paddles around the sprocket using an electrical fish tape or
wire to pull the chain through the tube assembly.
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Chapter 4: Assembly

NOTE: It is possible for the chain to twist a full 360° during this process. Visually check the chain
through open covers at both the ends to make sure that this has not happened.

4. Loosen the adjusting screws in the drive end all the way (towards the tube) and connect the final
chain link.

5. Tighten the chain by turning the adjusting screws clockwise; adjust each side equally to keep the
sprocket shaft square with the housing.

6. Remove chain links if there is not enough travel in the adjusting screw to tighten the chain.

7. Make sure that the sprocket shaft is square to the housing by measuring the shaft position on both
sides of the housing.

8. The chain should be tightened until the paddles are nearly rigid on the chain. The tips of the paddles
should only move 3/4" when grabbed and pulled by hand.

9. Check and re-tension the chain as needed after the system has been trial run while empty. (Refer to
VersaLoop™Chain – Adjustment, page 35.)

Figure 4-8 Chain and paddle assembly

A Chain F Paddle attachment bracket
B Paddle G 3/4 in.
C 5/16 - 18 x 1 in. flange bolt H 0.313 in.

D 5/16 flat washer I Cotter pin

E 5/16 - 18 Stover nut J Sprocket clearance slot in paddle
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5 Accessories
Topics Covered in this Chapter
▪ Hopper – Installation
▪ Discharge Spout – Installation
▪ Discharge with Gate Assembly
▪ Bypass Inlet – Installation
▪ Drop through Gate Assembly – Installation

Hopper – Installation
1. Install the inlet hopper assembly (B or C) to the inlet in drive end (A) or non-drive end in the correct
orientation.

2. Install flange bolts (E) and flange nuts (F) to secure the inlet hopper.

NOTE: Install the inlet hopper depending on the application (drive end shown for reference).

Figure 5-1 Installing the inlet hopper to the drive end

A Drive end assembly

B
DBR-080048 8 in. standard hopper
DBR-100045 10 in. standard hopper

C
DBR-080052 8 in. angled hopper (used for 30 degree and above)
DBR-100049 10 in. angled hopper (used for 30 degree and above)

E Flange bolt
F Flange nut
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Chapter 5: Accessories

Discharge Spout – Installation
1. Position the discharge spout (B or C or D) to the bottom of the non-drive or drive discharge end (A) in
the correct orientation.

2. Install flange bolts (E) and flange nuts (F) to secure the discharge spout.

NOTE: Install the discharge spout depending on the application (non-drive end shown for reference).

Figure 5-2 Installing the discharge spout

A
DBR-080012 8 in. non-drive end assembly

DBR-100019 10 in. non-drive end assembly

B
DBR-080040-BS 8 in. 45 degree discharge spout

DBR-100037-BS 10 in. 45 degree discharge spout

C
DBR-080045-BS 8 in. 60 degree discharge spout

DBR-100042-BS 10 in. 60 degree discharge spout

D
DBR-080034-BS 8 in. 90 degree discharge spout

DBR-100031-BS 10 in. 90 degree discharge spout

E Flange bolt

F Flange nut
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Chapter 5: Accessories

Discharge with Gate Assembly
What You Should Know
The discharge with gate is designed for chain travel in only one direction (A). Make sure it is oriented prop-
erly by referring the decal on the discharge unit. Operating in the wrong direction can cause paddle
damage.

1. Locate the outlet of the discharge in the desired location.

2. Cut exact lengths (if necessary) of other tube sections to locate the discharge unit in its proper place.

NOTE:When cutting tubes to exact length, the ends must be cut square and any burrs on the ends
must be removed by chamfering the inside diameter.

3. Join tube and discharge gate together with connecting bands.

4. Slide the tube sections tightly together and space the connecting band in equal amounts on both
parts of the connection.

Figure 5-3 Discharge with gate assembly

A Direction of chain travel
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Chapter 5: Accessories

Bypass Inlet – Installation
Before You Begin
Locate the desired location for the bypass inlet assembly. It may be necessary to cut exact lengths of the
tube sections to install the bypass inlet assembly.

NOTE:When cutting tubes to exact length, the ends must be cut square and any burrs on the ends must
be removed by chamfering the inside diameter.

1. Center the connecting band (C) over the tube section (B) and bypass inlet (A) upper tube.

2. Install the bolts (D) and nuts (E) on the connecting bands (C).

3. Follow the same procedure to install the other tube sections to the bypass inlet.

4. Install the bypass inlet cover (F) on the bypass inlet (A) with the flange bolt (G) and nut (H).

Figure 5-4 Bypass Inlet

A Bypass inlet E 3/8 nut

B Tube section F Bypass inlet cover

C Connecting band G 5/16 - 18 x 1 in. flange bolt with sealing
washer

D 3/8 x 1-1/2 in. hex bolt H 5/16 in. flange nut
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Chapter 5: Accessories

Drop throughGate Assembly – Installation
1. Position the drop through gate assembly (A) to the bottom of the non-drive or drive discharge end (B)
in the correct orientation.

2. Install flange bolts (E) and flange nuts (F) to secure the drop through gate assembly (B) to the dis-
charge end (A)spout.

NOTE: Install the drop through gate assembly depending on the application (non-drive end shown
for reference).

Figure 5-5 Installing the drop through gate assembly

A
DBR-080012 8 in. non-drive end assembly

DBR-100019 10 in. non-drive end assembly

B
RSG0912GHILR 8 in. drop through gate assembly

RSG1212GHILR 10 in. drop through gate assembly

C Flange bolt

D Flange nut
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6 Maintenance and Troubleshooting
Topics Covered in this Chapter
▪ Maintenance
▪ VersaLoop™ – Cleanout Process
▪ VersaLoop™Chain – Adjustment
▪ VersaLoop™ – Gearbox Mounting Process
▪ Troubleshooting

Maintenance
For economical and efficient operation of the VersaLoop™, proper maintenance with lubrication has to be
done periodically. Poor maintenance leads to reduced efficiency, excessive wear and increase in
downtime.

Important
• Keep all safety covers and devices in place during maintenance.

• Replace any parts that are damaged or missing.

• Shut off the power and lockout the drive for adjustments, servicing or cleaning.

• Never clean, adjust or lubricate a machine that is in operation.

Covers
• Check the covers to see if they are properly adjusted and fastened securely.

• Covers should be clear of the chains and paddles or sprockets.

• If any covers are damaged or worn out, replace them immediately.

Bearings
• The bearings should be lubricated at regular intervals, approximately once annually.

• Check bearings for wear and that the locking collars are secure.

Sprockets
• Inspect the condition of VersaLoop™ chain sprockets for teeth wear.

• Make sure the sprockets are aligned at the shaft center.

• Replace worn or damaged sprockets.

• It is recommended to replace the chain when replacing the damaged sprockets.
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Chapter 6: Maintenance and Troubleshooting

Gearbox
• Inspect regularly for any external damage.

• Inspect annually for any oil leakage.

• Inspect/change the oil every 1,000 hours or three years, which ever comes first.

Chain and Paddles
• Check for proper chain tension.

• The chain has connecting links spaced every 10 ft. Make sure that they are securely fastened and
the cotter pins are bent back correctly.

• Check the locknuts used to fasten the paddles to the chain brackets. They should be tightened to a
torque of 20 ft. lbs. (26 N-m).

• Spray a light coating of oil on the chain after a season of use.

VersaLoop™– Cleanout Process
1. To clean the dust in the drive and non-drive ends, shut down the VersaLoop™system.

2. Remove the covers from the drive end non-drive end.

3. Clean the dust from the drive and the non-drive ends.

4. Re-install the end covers.

Figure 6-1 Removing the end covers

A End Covers
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VersaLoop™Chain – Adjustment
1. To check VersaLoop™ chain tension, open the drive end covers and grasp one of the paddles at the
intake end to rotate it up towards the chain. Proper chain tension should allow only a minimum rota-
tion of 3/4 in. (refer to Chain and Paddles – Installation, page 24).

2. For chain adjustment, loosen the two jam nuts (C) on the VersaLoop™ chain adjusting screws (A).

3. Jam nuts (C) should be moved equally on both the sides, so that the head shaft (B) remains straight.

Figure 6-2 Chain adjustment

A Adjusting screw C Jam nut

B Drive head shaft D Drive end
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VersaLoop™– GearboxMounting Process
The following steps should be followed when assembling the gearbox on the opposite side to the drive
end.

1. Remove socket cap screws attaching the gearbox flange to the gearbox and set aside (needed for
opposite side mounting).

2. Remove the gear box flange from the gearbox.

3. If spring pins remain in the gearbox, grind them level to the gearbox housing. This must be done in
order to fit shaft cover to gearbox housing.

Figure 6-3Gearbox flange removal

A Socket cap screw C Spring pin

B Gearbox flange D Gearbox

4. Locate new spring pins from the drive hardware kit and position them in the opposite side of the
gearbox.

5. Align flange with spring pins and mounting holes.

6. If needed press the flange down onto spring pins.

7. Insert socket cap screws in flange holes and tighten

8. For instructions to mount the gear box onto the drive end assembly, see Gearbox and Motor – Instal-
lation, page 21.
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Figure 6-4 Gearbox flange assembly on the opposite side

B Gearbox flange D Gearbox

C Spring pin
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Troubleshooting
Noise from the VersaLoop™
• Chain may be loose. Check chain tension and adjust if necessary.

• Sprockets at the drive and non-drive end may not be in line or not properly tightened. Check for align-
ment and center if misaligned and tighten the sprockets.

• Check for the proper assembly of the drive end or the non-drive end. Disassemble the parts that are
worn and grind them to reuse or replace them with new parts.

Grain recycling back to the fill point
• Check to make sure that the discharge gate is open.

• Check and clean out the slide gate in the discharge gate.

• Check the downstream equipment for potential plugging.

Unit not delivering full capacity
• Make sure that grain is not over running the discharge gate and returning to the fill-point.

• High moisture grain will move at a lower capacity than dry grain.

• Check for obstructions in the inlet.

• Check to make sure that the chain has not been installed with a twist.

Paddles breaking or bending
• Check to make sure that the sprockets are centered in the drive and non-drive units.

• Check to make sure that the paddles are fastened securely to the chain brackets.

• Let the system “break-in” and the tubing become polished before loading to full capacity.

• If you hear paddles “clicking” at a joint, check for gaps in the tubing. This will require loosening the
bolts in the connecting band to be able to see the tube joint.

Chain failure
• Check to make sure that the master connecting links have been installed correctly.

• Check for obstructions in the system.
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7 Parts
Topics Covered in this Chapter
▪ Non-Drive End Assembly
▪ 8 in. Drive End Assembly
▪ 10 in. Drive End Assembly
▪ Chain and Paddle Assembly
▪ By Pass Inlet
▪ Intermediate Supports – Parts
▪ Drive Kits – Parts
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Chapter 7: Parts

Non-Drive End Assembly
Figure 7-1 Non-drive end assembly

Table 7-1 8 in. non-drive end part list

Callout Part Number Description
A DBR-080001-BS Non-drive end weldment
B DBR-080019-BS Transition tube weldment
C 8101305 Bearing seal

D GK1343 Bearing flange with lock collar

E DBR-080021 Sprocket shaft

F S-9177 Key

G PT1086 Sprocket

H DBR-080065-BS Cover plate

I DBR-080008-BS Access panel
J S-6500 1/2 - 13 x 2-1/2 in. bolt
K S-236 1/2 in. lock washer
L S-8506 1/2 in. flange nut

M 8081196-BS Bearing shield weldment

N S-7485 3/8 - 16 x 1 in. flange bolt

O S-9373 3/8 - 16 flange nut

P 8107001 Shear-point danger decal

Q DC-592 GSI logo
R DC-1474 GSI decal
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Table 7-2 10 in. non-drive end part list

Callout Part Number Description
A DBR-100004-BS Non-drive end weldment
B DBR-100050-BS Transition tube weldment
C 8101306 Bearing seal

D GK2004 Bearing flange with lock collar

E 8101029 Sprocket shaft

F S-9177 Key

G PT1086 Sprocket

H DBR-100016-BS Cover plate

I DBR-100014-BS Access panel
J S-8068 5/8 - 11 x 2-1/2 in. bolt
K S-3208 5/8 in. lock washer
L S-9259 5/8 in. flange nut

M 8101196-BS Bearing shield weldment

N S-7485 3/8 - 16 x 1 in. flange bolt

O S-9373 3/8 - 16 flange nut

P 8107001 Shear-point danger decal

Q DC-592 GSI logo
R DC-1474 GSI decal
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Chapter 7: Parts

8 in. Drive End Assembly
Figure 7-2 8 in. drive end assembly (5-10 HP)

Figure 7-3 8 in. drive end assembly (15-20 HP and 25 HP)
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Table 7-3 8 in. drive end assembly

Callout Part Number Description
A DBR-080002-BS Head weldment
B DBR-080019-BS Transition weldment

C
DBR-080020 Sprocket shaft (5-10 HP)
DBR-080024 Sprocket shaft (15-20 HP)
DBR-080025 Sprocket shaft (25-30 HP)

D S-9177 Key
E PT1086 Sprocket
F DBR-000003-BS Take-up slide rail angle
G DBR-000004-BS Take-up slide rail plate
H DBR-080008-BS Access panel
I DBR-000007 Shaft seal
J DBR-080004-BS VersaLoop™ take-up weldment (5-10 HP)
K DBR-000017 Take-up rod assembly
L S-8905 Nut
M GK1343 Bearing flange with lock collar
N S-8906 Nut
O DBR-080065-BS Cover plate
P DBR-080029-BS Grate assembly
Q S-6500 1/2 - 13 x 2 1/2 in. bolt
R S-236 1/2 lock washer
S S-8506 1/2 - 11 nut
T 8081196-BS Bearing shield cover
U S-3585 3/8 - 16 x 1 in. carriage bolt
V S-7485 3/8 - 16 x 1 in. flanged bolt
W S-9373 3/8 - 16 flange nut
X 8107001 Shear-point danger decal

Y
DBR-000019-BS VersaLoop™ take-up weldment (15-20 HP)
DBR-000016-BS VersaLoop™ take-up weldment (25-30 HP)

Z DC-592 GSI logo decal
AA S-9377 1/4 - 20 x 2 in. bolt
AB S-7025 1/4 - 20 nut

DBR-000021 Seal, 25 HP
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Chapter 7: Parts

10 in. Drive End Assembly
Figure 7-4 10 in. drive end assembly (10 HP)

Figure 7-5 10 in. drive end assembly (15-20 HP and 25-30 HP)
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Chapter 7: Parts

Table 7-4 10 in. drive end assembly

Callout Part Number Description
A DBR-100005-BS Head weldment
B DBR-100050-BS Transition weldment

C
DBR-100001 Sprocket shaft (10 HP)
DBR-100002 Sprocket shaft (15-20 HP)
DBR-100003 Sprocket shaft (25-30 HP)

D S-9177 Key
E PT1086 Sprocket
F DBR-000003-BS Take-up slide rail angle
G DBR-000004-BS Take-up slide rail plate
H DBR-100014-BS Access panel
I DBR-000007 Shaft seal
J DBR-100009-BS VersaLoop™ take-up weldment (5-10 HP)
K DBR-000017 Take-up rod assembly
L S-8905 Nut
M GK2004 Bearing flange with lock collar
N S-8906 Nut
O DBR-100016-BS Cover plate
P DBR-100025-BS Grate assembly
Q S-8068 5/8 - 11 x 2 1/2 in. bolt
R S-3208 5/8 lock washer
S S-9259 5/8 - 11 nut
T 8101196-BS Bearing shield cover
U S-3585 3/8 - 16 x 1 in. carriage bolt
V S-7485 3/8 - 16 x 1 in. flanged bolt
W S-9373 3/8 - 16 flange nut
X 8107001 Shear-point danger decal

Y
DBR-000019-BS VersaLoop™ take-up weldment (15-20 HP)
DBR-000016-BS VersaLoop™ take-up weldment (25-30 HP)

Z DC-592 GSI logo decal
AA S-9377 1/4 - 20 x 2 in. bolt
AB S-7025 1/4 - 20 nut

DBR-000021 Seal, 25-30 HP
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Chapter 7: Parts

Chain and Paddle Assembly
Figure 7-6 Chain and paddle assembly

Callout Part Number Description

A
8081145 Paddle 8 in.
8101145 Paddle 10 in.

B S-8324 5/16 in. nut
C S-845 5/16 in. flat washer
D S-7470 5/16 x 1 in. flange bolt

E S-9159 1/8 in. x 3/4 in. cotter pin
F CE-00766 Connecting link, #81 x HH with Side Plate and Cotter Pin

G
8081778 8 in. Heavy duty chain
8101163 10 in. Heavy duty chain
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Chapter 7: Parts

By Pass Inlet
Figure 7-7 By pass inlet assembly

Table 7-5 By pass inlet assembly

Callout Part Number Description

A
DBR-080059-BS 8 in. by pass inlet weldment
DBR-100056-BS 10 in. by pass inlet weldment

B DBR-000033-BS 8 in. and 10 in. by pass inlet hogback
C S-3550 5/16 - 18 x 1 in. carriage bolt
D S-10168 5/16 in. flange nut

E
DBR-080063-BS 8 in. by pass inlet cover
DBR-100060-BS 10 in. by pass inlet cover

F S-10260 5/16 - 18 x 1 in. flange bolt with sealing washer
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Chapter 7: Parts

Intermediate Supports – Parts
Figure 7-8 Intermediate supports

Table 7-6 Intermediate supports – Parts

Callout Description 8 in. (DBR-08SPPT) 10 in. (DBR-10SPPT)
A Half band DBR-080064-Y DBR-100062-Y
B Tube support weldment DBR-080015-Y DBR-100022-Y
C Hardware Kit DBR-SPPT-HDW DBR-SPPT-HDW
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Chapter 7: Parts

Drive Kits – Parts
Figure 7-9 Drive Kits

Table 7-7 Drive Kits – Parts

Cal-
lout

Description
Drive Kits

DBR-000029 (5
HP)

DBR-000034 (10
HP)

DBR-000030
(15-20 HP)

DBR-000031
(25-30 HP)

A Gear Box DBR-000022 DBR-000023 DBR-000024 DBR-000025
B* Shaft Cover DBR-000026 DBR-000026 DBR-000027 DBR-000028
C* Hardware Kit DBR-000029 DBR-000029 DBR-000030 DBR-000031
D Shaft Key stop plate DBR-000035 DBR-000035 DBR-000035 DBR-000035
E Key DBR-000037 DBR-000037 DBR-000038 DBR-000039
F Protective shaft cover DBR-080040 DBR-080040 DBR-080041 DBR-080042

* Parts not shown.
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GSI Group, LLC LimitedWarranty

GSI Group, LLC LimitedWarranty
The GSI Group, LLC (“GSI”) warrants products which it manufactures to be free of defects in materials and workmanship
under normal usage and conditions for a period of 12 months after sale to the original end-user or if a foreign sale, 14
months from arrival at port of discharge, whichever is earlier. The end-user’s sole remedy (and GSI’s only obligation) is to
repair or replace, at GSI’s option and expense, products that in GSI’s judgment, contain a material defect in materials or
workmanship. Expenses incurred by or on behalf of the end-user without prior written authorization from the GSI Warranty
Group shall be the sole responsibility of the end-user.

Warranty Extensions:The LimitedWarranty period is extended for the following products:

Product Warranty Period

AP Fans and Flooring
Performer Series Direct Drive Fan Motor 3 Years
All Fiberglass Housings Lifetime

All Fiberglass Propellers Lifetime

AP/Cumberland Flex-Flo/Pan Feeding SystemMotors 2 Years

Cumberland
Feeding/Watering
Systems

Feeder System Pan Assemblies 5 Years **

Feed Tubes (1-3/4" and 2.00") 10 Years *

Centerless Augers 10 Years *

Watering Nipples 10 Years *

Grain Systems Grain Bin Structural Design 5 Years

Grain Systems
Farm Fans
Zimmerman

Portable and Tower Dryers 2 Years

Portable and Tower Dryer Frames and
Internal Infrastructure † 5 Years

* Warranty prorated from list price:
0 to 3 years - no cost to end-user
3 to 5 years - end-user pays 25%
5 to 7 years - end-user pays 50%
7 to 10 years - end-user pays 75%

** Warranty prorated from list price:
0 to 3 years - no cost to end-user
3 to 5 years - end-user pays 50%

† Motors, burner components and
moving parts not included.
Portable dryer screens included.
Tower dryer screens not included.

GSI further warrants that the portable and tower dryer frame and basket, excluding all auger and auger drive components,
shall be free from defects in materials for a period of time beginning on the twelfth (12th) month from the date of purchase
and continuing until the sixtieth (60th) month from the date of purchase (extended warranty period). During the extended
warranty period, GSI will replace the frame or basket components that prove to be defective under normal conditions of use
without charge, excluding the labor, transportation, and/or shipping costs incurred in the performance of this extended
warranty.

Conditions and Limitations:
THERE ARE NOWARRANTIES THAT EXTEND BEYOND THE LIMITEDWARRANTY DESCRIPTION SET FORTH
ABOVE. SPECIFICALLY, GSI MAKES NO FURTHERWARRANTY OFANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR
USE IN CONNECTIONWITH: (I) PRODUCTMANUFACTURED OR SOLD BY GSI OR (II) ANYADVICE, INSTRUCTION,
RECOMMENDATION OR SUGGESTION PROVIDED BYAN AGENT, REPRESENTATIVE OR EMPLOYEE OF GSI
REGARDINGOR RELATED TO THE CONFIGURATION, INSTALLATION, LAYOUT, SUITABILITY FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE, OR DESIGN OF SUCH PRODUCTS.

GSI shall not be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental or consequential damages, including, without limitation, loss of
anticipated profits or benefits. The sole and exclusive remedy is set forth in the LimitedWarranty, which shall not exceed
the amount paid for the product purchased. This warranty is not transferable and applies only to the original end-user. GSI
shall have no obligation or responsibility for any representations or warranties made by or on behalf of any dealer, agent or
distributor.

GSI assumes no responsibility for claims resulting from construction defects or unauthorizedmodifications to products
which it manufactured.Modifications to products not specifically delineated in the manual accompanying the equipment at
initial sale will void the LimitedWarranty.

This LimitedWarranty shall not extend to products or parts which have been damaged by negligent use, misuse, alteration,
accident or which have been improperly/inadequatelymaintained. This LimitedWarranty extends solely to products manu-
factured by GSI.

Prior to installation, the end-user has the responsibility to comply with federal, state and local codes which apply to the loca-
tion and installation of products manufactured or sold by GSI.
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This equipment shall be installed in accordance with the
current installation codes and applicable regulations

which should be carefully followed in all cases.
Authorities having jurisdiction should be consulted

before installations are made.

1004 E. Illinois St.
Assumption, IL 62510-0020
Phone: 1-217-226-4421
Fax: 1-217-226-4420
www.gsiag.com

GSI is a worldwide brand of AGCOCorporation.

Copyright © 2014 by GSI Group
Printed in the USA CN #315087
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